End Matter
Nobody can read all the new law, but with...

**THE UNITED STATES**

**LAW WEEK**

you can keep up with the really **significant** new law

You know that thousands of decisions and rulings pour from the courts and federal agencies every year. LAW WEEK guards you against missing a single development of legal importance...yet saves you time by reducing your reading load!

- To do this, LAW WEEK's staff of lawyer-editors research hundreds of opinions and rulings every week to find the precedent-setting few that make new law. These significant cases are digested for you under quick reference topic headings in the appropriate sections designated: 1.) New Court Decisions; 2.) Federal Agency Rulings; 3.) Supreme Court Opinions.

- To save even more of your time, the more significant opinions and rulings appearing in all sections of LAW WEEK are highlighted in a special Summary and Analysis section — a five-minute, terse evaluation of the effect of these developments on current law.

- A key feature of LAW WEEK is its high-speed reporting of U.S. Supreme Court opinions — in full text — accompanied by crisp and accurate summary digests. Mailed the same day they are handed down, these exact photographic reproductions of the Court's opinions eliminate the possibility of printing errors.

- LAW WEEK also gives you full texts of all federal statutes of general interest, immediately after the President signs them.

- And for easy reference, LAW WEEK is fully indexed — by topic and by case title — both for general law and Supreme Court actions.

**Practicing attorneys: Write for details about our no-risk, 45-day approval offer.**

**THE BUREAU OF NATIONAL AFFAIRS, INC.**

1231 25th Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20037

Telephone: 202—452-4500
Where do you go when you need a complete view of United States statutory law?

USCA

of course

USCA is far and away the leader. It is used in more law offices than any other federal law source. This leadership has been maintained for 56 years. There are many reasons, but USCA's unequaled completeness is the one most mentioned by its lawyer subscribers.

Your West representative will demonstrate to you, with specific examples, the many reasons for USCA's continued leadership. He or she will show you why we say: USCA, of course.

WEST PUBLISHING COMPANY, INC.
170 Old Country Road
Mineola, NY 11501
Phone: 516/248-1900